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From the editor...
How many caravan parks have you been to with laminated signs plastered all 
over the place saying ”Don’t speed”, “Don’t run”, “Don’t ride your bike” etc.

Not only have these signs absolutely no influence on any behaviour, because 
after all, who reads signs?

These signs also look extremely ugly. Full stop.

So when purchasing Halls Gap Lakeside Tourist Park in March 2012 I wanted to 
come up with a way to communicate with our customers in a positive way.

I started “pinning” all sorts of quotes. Sometimes funny, sometimes with a 
hidden message. 

Then the fun began. Shopping at the Ballarat Mill Markets looking for old 
frames. Purchasing gold spray paint and giving them a new life. Measure, and 
off to our graphic designer, gorgeous Sara at Studio8design. With some glue 
and nails we put the signs into the frames and voila!

The end result: awesome looking positive quotes, hanging all around the park.

A while ago two of those signs got stolen out of the ladies amenities. I was 
absolutely gutted, but at the same time I felt extremely honoured. Some of 
our guests loved those signs that much that they felt the need to take some 
home. I am a positive thinker.

This incident inspired me to create this little booklet with most of the quotes 
you will find in the park.

A little gift from us to you, we all can do with a little positive right now!

Enjoy!
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